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10 Days That Unexpectedly Changed
America 2006-04-04
a companion book to the history channel special series of ten one
hour documentaries 10 days that unexpectedly changed america
pinpoints pivotal days that transformed our nation for the series
and the book the history channel challenged a panel of leading
historians including author steven m gillon to come up with some
less well known but historically significant events that triggered
change in america together the days they chose tell a story about
the great democratic ideals upon which our country was built you
won t find july 4 1776 for instance or the attack on fort sumter
that ignited the civil war or the day neil armstrong set foot on the
moon but january 25 1787 is here on that day the ragtag men of
shays rebellion attacked the federal arsenal in springfield
massachusetts and set the new nation on the path to a strong
central government january 24 1848 is also on the list that s when
a carpenter named john marshall spotted a few glittering flakes of
gold in a california riverbed the discovery profoundly altered the
american dream here too is the day that noted pacifist albert
einstein unwittingly advocated the creation of the manhattan
project thus setting in motion a terrible chain of events re
creating each event with vivid immediacy accessibility and
historical accuracy 10 days that unexpectedly changed america
comes together as a history of our country from the first colonists
contact with native americans to the 1960s it is a snapshot of our
country as we were are and will be

10 Days That Unexpectedly Changed
America 2006-04-04
recounts the events of ten pivotal days that changed the course
of american history
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100 People Who Changed America
2004
short biographies of american personalities

Brown Is the New White 2018-03-06
the new york times and washington post bestseller that sparked a
national conversation about america s new progressive multiracial
majority updated to include data from the 2016 election with a
new preface and afterword by the author when it first appeared in
the lead up to the 2016 election brown is the new white helped
spark a national discussion of race and electoral politics and the
often misdirected spending priorities of the democratic party this
slim yet jam packed call to action booklist contained a detailed
data driven illustration of the rapidly increasing number of racial
minorities in america nbc news and their significance in shaping
our political future completely revised and updated to address the
aftermath of the 2016 election this first paperback edition of
brown is the new white doubles down on its original insights
attacking the myth of the white swing voter head on steve phillips
named one of america s top 50 influencers by campaigns
elections closely examines 2016 election results against a long
backdrop of shifts in the electoral map over the past generation
arguing that now more than ever hope for a more progressive
political future lies not with increased advertising to middle of the
road white voters but with cultivating america s growing diverse
majority emerging as a respected and clear headed commentator
on american politics at a time of pessimism and confusion among
democrats phillips offers a stirring answer to anyone who thinks
the immediate future holds nothing but trump and republican
majorities

Boomer Nation 2010-05-11
the baby boomers born between 1946 and 1964 form the single
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largest demographic spike in american history never before or
since have birth rates shot up and remained so high so long with
some obvious results when the boomers were kids american
culture revolved around families and schools when they were
teenagers the united states was wracked by rebelliousness now
as mature adults the boomers have led america to become the
richest and most powerful country in the history of the world
boomer nation will for the first time offer an incisive look into this
generation that has redefined america s culture in so many ways
from women s rights and civil rights to religion and politics steve
gillon combines firsthand reporting of the lives of six boomers and
their families with a broad look at postwar american history in a
fascinating mix of biography and history his characters like
america itself reflect a variety of heritages rich and poor black
and white immigrant and native born their lives take very
different paths yet are shaped by key events and trends in similar
ways they put a human face on the boomer generation showing
what it means to grow up amid widespread prosperity with an
explosion of democratic autonomy that led to great upheavals but
also a renewal from below of our churches industries and even
the armed forces the same generation dismissed as pampered
and selfish has led a revival of religion in america the same
generation that unleashed the women s movement has also
shifted our politics into its most market oriented anti
governmental era since woodrow wilson gillon draws many
lessons from this generational history above all that the boomers
have transformed america from the security and authority
seeking culture of their parents to the autonomy and freedom rich
world of today when the greatest generation was young and not
yet at war it was widely derided as selfish and spoiled only in
hindsight long after the sacrifices of world war ii did it gain its
sterling reputation today as boomer america rises to the
challenges of the war on terror we may be on the cusp of a
reevaluation of the generation of presidents bush and clinton that
generation has helped make america the richest strongest nation
on the planet and as gillon s book proves it has had more
influence on the rest of us than any other group boomer nation is
an eye opening reinterpretation of the past six decades
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The Changing Lives of American
Women 1988
using a life course perspective this study spans the social history
of american women from preindustrial times to the present with
emphasis on the last five decades the authors examine the timing
duration and sequencing of events common to the life of
american women over succeeding generations the recent rise in
the primacy of the individual woman provides the authors with a
central theme for integrating the data on long term marital
childbearing educational and employment patterns originally
published in 1988 a unc press enduring edition unc press
enduring editions use the latest in digital technology to make
available again books from our distinguished backlist that were
previously out of print these editions are published unaltered from
the original and are presented in affordable paperback formats
bringing readers both historical and cultural value

The Tanning of America 2011-09-08
the business marketing genius at the forefront of today s
entertainment marketing revolution helps corporate america get
hip to today s new consumer the tan generation by learning from
hip hop and youth culture he is the conduit between corporate
america and rap and the streets he speaks both languages jay z it
s amazing to see the direct impact that black music videos and
the internet have had on culture i ve seen so many people race to
the top of pop stardom using the everyday mannerisms of the
hood in a pop setting it s time to embrace this phenomenon
because it ain t going nowhere kanye west when fortune 500
companies need to reenergize or reinvent a lagging brand they
call steve stoute in addition to marrying cultural icons with blue
chip marketers beyoncé for tommy hilfiger s true star fragrance
and justin timberlake for lovin it at mcdonald s stoute has helped
identify and activate a new generation of consumers he traces
how the tanning phenomenon raised a generation of black
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hispanic white and asian consumers who have the same mental
complexion based on shared experiences and values this
consumer is a mindset not a race or age that responds to shared
values and experiences rather than the increasingly irrelevant
demographic boxes that have been used to a fault by corporate
america and stoute believes there is a language gap that must be
bridged in order to engage the most powerful market force in the
history of commerce the tanning of america provides that very
translation guide drawing from his company s case studies as well
as from extensive interviews with leading figures of multiple fields
stoute presents an insider s view of how the transcendent power
of popular culture is helping reinvigorate and revitalize the
american dream he shows how he bridges the worlds of pop
culture brand consulting and marketing in his turnkey campaigns
offers keen insight into other successful campaigns including the
election of barack obama to illustrate the power of the tan
generation and how to connect with it while staying true to your
core brand

Constitutional Law for a Changing
America 2021-08-04
political factors influence judicial decisions arguments and input
from lawyers and interest groups shifting public opinion and the
ideological and behavioral inclinations of the justices collectively
influence the development of constitutional doctrine in
constitutional law for a changing america bestselling authors lee
epstein kevin t mcguire and thomas g walker draw on both
political science and legal studies to analyze and excerpt cases
accounting for recent landmark court decisions including key
opinions handed down through the 2020 term updated with
additional material such as recent court rulings more than 500
supplemental cases and greater coverage of freedom of
expression this eleventh edition will develop students
understanding of how the u s constitution protects civil rights and
liberties included with this text the online resources for your text
are available via the password protected instructor resource site
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Jimmie Lee & James 2015-05-05
in the early months of 1965 the killings of two civil rights activists
inspired the selma to montgomery marches which became the
driving force behind the passage of the voting rights act this is
their story bloody sunday march 7 1965 was a pivotal moment in
the civil rights struggle the national outrage generated by scenes
of alabama state troopers attacking peaceful demonstrators
fueled the drive toward the passage of the voting rights acts later
that year but why were hundreds of activists marching from
selma to montgomery that afternoon days earlier during the
crackdown on another protest in nearby marion a state trooper
claiming self defense shot jimmie lee jackson a 26 year old
unarmed deacon and civil rights protester jackson s subsequent
death spurred local civil rights leaders to make the march to
montgomery when that day also ended in violence the call went
out to activists across the nation to join in the next attempt one of
the many who came down was a minister from boston named
james reeb shortly after his arrival he was attacked in the street
by racist vigilantes eventually dying of his injuries lyndon johnson
evoked reeb s memory when he brought his voting rights
legislation to congress and the national outcry over the brutal
killings ensured its passage most histories of the civil rights
movement note these two deaths briefly before moving on to the
more famous moments jimmie lee and james is the first book to
give readers a deeper understanding of the events that
galvanized an already strong civil rights movement to one of its
greatest successes along with the herculean efforts to bring the
killers of these two men to justice a quest that would last more
than four decades

Steven Spielberg's America 2010-02
steven spielberg is known as the most powerful man in new
hollywood and a pioneer of the contemporary blockbuster
america s most successful export his career began a new chapter
in mass culture at the same time american post war liberalism
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was breaking down this fascinating new book explains the
complex relationship between film and politics through the prism
of an iconic filmmaker spielberg s early films were a triumphant
emergence of the sunbelt aesthetic that valued visceral kicks and
basic emotions over the ambiguities of history such blockbusters
have inspired much debate about their negative effect on politics
and have been charged as being an expression of the
corporatization of life here frederick wasser argues that the older
spielberg has not fully gone this way suggesting that the
filmmaker recycles the populist vision of older hollywood because
he sincerely believes in both big time moviemaking and liberal
democracy nonetheless his stories are burdened by his
generation s hostility to public life and the book shows how he
uses filmmaking tricks to keep his audience with him and to
smooth over the ideological contradictions his audiences have
become more global as his films engage history this fresh and
provocative take on spielberg in the context of globalization
rampant market capitalism and the hardening socio political
landscape of the united states will be fascinating reading for
students of film and for anyone interested in contemporary
america and its culture

Overthrow 2007-02-06
stephen kinzer s overthrow provides a fast paced narrative history
of the coups revolutions and invasions by which the united states
has toppled fourteen foreign governments not always to its own
benefit regime change did not begin with the administration of
george w bush but has been an integral part of u s foreign policy
for more than one hundred years starting with the overthrow of
the hawaiian monarchy in 1893 and continuing through the
spanish american war and the cold war and into our own time the
united states has not hesitated to overthrow governments that
stood in the way of its political and economic goals the invasion of
iraq in 2003 is the latest though perhaps not the last example of
the dangers inherent in these operations in overthrow stephen
kinzer tells the stories of the audacious politicians spies military
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commanders and business executives who took it upon
themselves to depose monarchs presidents and prime ministers
he also shows that the u s government has often pursued these
operations without understanding the countries involved as a
result many of them have had disastrous long term consequences
in a compelling and provocative history that takes readers to
fourteen countries including cuba iran south vietnam chile and
iraq kinzer surveys modern american history from a new and
often surprising perspective detailed passionate and convincing
with the pace and grip of a good thriller anatol lieven the new
york times book review

The Changing American Countryside
1995
the literature on rural america to the extent that it exists has
largely been written by urban based scholars perpetuating out of
date notions and stereotypes or by those who see little difference
between rural and agricultural concerns as a result the real rural
america remains much misunderstood neglected or ignored by
scholars and policymakers alike in response emery castle offers
the changing american countryside a volume that will forever
change how we look at this important subject castle brings
together the writings of eminent scholars from several disciplines
and varying backgrounds to take a fresh and comprehensive look
at the forgotten hinterlands these authors examine the role of non
metropolitan people and places in the economic life of our nation
and cover such diverse issues as poverty industry the
environment education family social problems ethnicity race
religion gender government public policy and regional diversity
the authors are especially effective in demonstrating why rural
america is so much more than just agriculture it is in fact highly
diverse complex and interdependent with urban america and the
international market place most major rural problems they
contend simply cannot be effectively addressed in isolation from
their urban and international connections to do so is misguided
and even hazardous when one fourth of our population and ninety
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seven per cent of our land area is rural together these writings
not only provide a new and more realistic view of rural life and
public policy but also suggest how the field of rural studies can
greatly enrich our understanding of national life

The Third Wave 2017-04-18
steve case co founder of america online aol and one of america s
most accomplished entrepreneurs shares a roadmap for how
anyone can succeed in a world of rapidly changing technology we
are entering he explains a new paradigm called the third wave of
the internet the first wave saw aol and other companies lay the
foundation for consumers to connect to the internet the second
wave saw companies like google and facebook build on top of the
internet to create search and social networking capabilities while
apps like snapchat and instagram leverage the smartphone
revolution now case argues we re entering the third wave a period
in which entrepreneurs will vastly transform major real world
sectors like health education transportation energy and food and
in the process change the way we live our daily lives

The Fish That Changed America
2014-11-04
from boats and baits to rods and reels to tips and tactics bass
fishing has been a magnet of innovation for almost a century bass
fishing changed from pastime to business in part because of
competitive tournaments and the publicity they generated that
publicity in turn sparked a demand for more and more information
from the tournament fishermen themselves how they caught bass
so in essence the sport fed upon itself author steve price has
interviewed dozens of anglers over the past few years and he fits
each of their stories into a complicated puzzle that forms a
comprehensive tale of competitive record holders and fishing
industry insiders alike the fish that changed america is not simply
about tournament bass fishing although some of the stories
included here do involve competitive anglers rather price has
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tried to embrace a wider view of the entire sport and to show how
different facets of bass fishing meshed so perfectly at the same
time leading to the state of the industry today the participants
those who laid the foundation for what all bass anglers today
enjoy tell their own stories of what happened during those not so
long ago years many of the stories such as the standing room
only funeral for a famous largemouth bass touch on far ranging
topics that all anglers will enjoy skyhorse publishing is proud to
publish a broad range of books for fishermen our books for
anglers include titles that focus on fly fishing bait fishing fly
casting spin casting deep sea fishing and surf fishing our books
offer both practical advice on tackle techniques knots and more
as well as lyrical prose on fishing for bass trout salmon crappie
baitfish catfish and more while not every title we publish becomes
a new york times bestseller or a national bestseller we are
committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might
not otherwise find a home

Happy Days Are Here Again
2010-05-14
political conventions in years past were more than pep rallies for
preselected candidates they were suspenseful no holds barred
battles for the nomination in 1932 franklin delano roosevelt the
man who would become one of america s most beloved
presidents was far from a shoo in for the democratic nomination
at the party s convention in chicago using new sources of
information award winning reporter steve neal weaves the
compelling story of how fdr finally got the nod along with the
personalities of the day who influenced the decision including
joseph p kennedy al smith huey long and william randolph hearst

Unsettled 2021-04-27
unsettled is a remarkable book probably the best book on climate
change for the intelligent layperson that achieves the feat of
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conveying complex information clearly and in depth claremont
review of books surging sea levels are inundating the coasts
hurricanes and tornadoes are becoming fiercer and more frequent
climate change will be an economic disaster you ve heard all this
presented as fact but according to science all of these statements
are profoundly misleading when it comes to climate change the
media politicians and other prominent voices have declared that
the science is settled in reality the long game of telephone from
research to reports to the popular media is corrupted by
misunderstanding and misinformation core questions about the
way the climate is responding to our influence and what the
impacts will be remain largely unanswered the climate is
changing but the why and how aren t as clear as you ve probably
been led to believe now one of america s most distinguished
scientists is clearing away the fog to explain what science really
says and doesn t say about our changing climate in unsettled
what climate science tells us what it doesn t and why it matters
steven koonin draws upon his decades of experience including as
a top science advisor to the obama administration to provide up
to date insights and expert perspective free from political
agendas fascinating clear headed and full of surprises this book
gives readers the tools to both understand the climate issue and
be savvier consumers of science media in general koonin takes
readers behind the headlines to the more nuanced science itself
showing us where it comes from and guiding us through the
implications of the evidence he dispels popular myths and unveils
little known truths despite a dramatic rise in greenhouse gas
emissions global temperatures actually decreased from 1940 to
1970 what s more the models we use to predict the future aren t
able to accurately describe the climate of the past suggesting
they are deeply flawed koonin also tackles society s response to a
changing climate using data driven analysis to explain why many
proposed solutions would be ineffective and discussing how
alternatives like adaptation and if necessary geoengineering will
ensure humanity continues to prosper unsettled is a reality check
buoyed by hope offering the truth about climate science that you
aren t getting elsewhere what we know what we don t and what it
all means for our future
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Is English Changing? 2018-02-07
is english changing to what degree is it changing is this change
good or bad in answering these questions is english changing
provides a lively and concise introduction to language change
refuting commonly held misconceptions about language evolution
as we understand it showing that english like all living languages
has historically changed and continues to change this book
analyzes developments in the lexicon the way words are spoken
or written and the way in which speakers and writers use words
offers a basic overview of the major subfields of linguistics
including phonetics morphology syntax semantics pragmatics and
sociolinguistics all viewed through the prism of language change
discusses change over time with examples from old english
middle english and modern english reinforces important concepts
with examples from other languages including spanish japanese
and czech clearly defines key terms and includes advice on rules
usage and style as well as ample annotated further reading and
activities throughout aimed at undergraduate students with little
or no prior knowledge of linguistics this book is essential reading
for those studying this topic for the first time

An America Challenged 2019-08-30
this study looks at the implications of demographic changes in the
usa for business government and the public using up to date
census information the author provides a brief historical overview
of recent demographic change in the usa and explains the effects
of population patterns

A Very Different Age 1997-10-30
the early twentieth century was a time of technological revolution
in the united states new inventions and corporations were
transforming the economic landscape bringing a stunning array of
consumer goods millions of additional jobs and ever more wealth
steven j diner draws on the rich scholarship of recent social
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history to show how these changes affected americans of all
backgrounds and walks of life and in doing so offers a striking new
interpretation of a crucial epoch in our history

The Internet and Social Change
2017-07-06
starting with only four hosts in 1969 the internet consisted of
more than 56 million hosts by the end of 1999 in 1993 the world
wide was only 130 sites strong six years later it boasted more
than seven million sites despite this explosive growth of the
internet and computer technology little is known about the social
implications of computer mediated communications in this work
the author uses social science theory to evaluate the social
transformations taking place today she asks whether human
beings use the internet to change basic social institutions and if
so whether these changes are a matter of degree only or
represent an overthrow of previous modes of organizing the work
examines the rise of the internet as the logical extension of the
industrial revolution and urbanization consistent with the basic
tenets of modernity and offers a new conceptual framework
through which to understand the internet

Events That Changed America in the
Twentieth Century 1996-05-30
designed for students this unique resource offers detailed
descriptions and expert analysis of the most important twentieth
century events in america each of the events is discussed in a
separate chapter the book s unique format features an
introductory essay that presents the facts followed by an
interpretive essay that places the event in a broader context and
promotes student analysis
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The Future of the City of Intellect 2002
based on new data and new analytical frameworks this book
assesses the forces of change at play in the development of
american universities and their prospects for the future the book
begins with a lengthy introduction by clark kerr that not only
provides an overview of change since the time he coined the
phrase the city of intellect but also discusses the major changes
that will affect american universities over the next thirty years
part one examines demographic and economic changes such as
the rise of nearly universal higher education private gift and
corporate sponsorship of research new labor market opportunities
and increasing inequality among institutions and disciplines part
two assesses the profound influence of the internet and other
technologies on teaching and learning part three describes how
the various forces of change affect the nature of academic
research and the organization of disciplines and the curriculum
part four analyzes the consequences of change for university
governance and the means by which universities in the future can
maintain high levels of achievement while maintaining high levels
of autonomy the contributors include many of today s leading
scholars of higher education they are andrew abbott steven brint
richard chait burton r clark randall collins david j collis roger l
geiger patricia j gumport clark kerr richard a lanham jason owen
smith walter w powell sheila slaughter and carol tomlinson keasey

Demanding Respect 2009-04-07
from pulp comics to maus the story of the growth of comics in
american culture

Steve Nelson, American Radical
1981-02-15
an oral history about the life of steve nelson the immigrant
teenage son of a croatian miller and later an american communist
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party organizer follows nelson s varied career and his rise in the
ranks of the party tells the inside story of the workings of the
party from a small group of detroit autoworkers to the party
leaders in new york

The Jobs Revolution 2004
in the moderns we meet the men and women who invented and
shaped midcentury modern graphic design in america the book is
made up of generously illustrated profiles many based on
interviews of more than 60 designers whose magazine book and
record covers advertisements and package designs posters and
other projects created the visual aesthetics of postwar modernity
some were émigrés from europe others were homegrown all were
intoxicated by elemental typography primary colors photography
and geometric or biomorphic forms some are well known others
are honored in this volume for the first time and together they
comprised a movement that changed our design world

The Moderns 2017-09-19
from the new york times bestselling author of where good ideas
come from and extra life a new look at the power and legacy of
great ideas in this illustrated history steven johnson explores the
history of innovation over centuries tracing facets of modern life
refrigeration clocks and eyeglass lenses to name a few from their
creation by hobbyists amateurs and entrepreneurs to their
unintended historical consequences filled with surprising stories
of accidental genius and brilliant mistakes from the french
publisher who invented the phonograph before edison but forgot
to include playback to the hollywood movie star who helped
invent the technology behind wi fi and bluetooth how we got to
now investigates the secret history behind the everyday objects
of contemporary life in his trademark style johnson examines
unexpected connections between seemingly unrelated fields how
the invention of air conditioning enabled the largest migration of
human beings in the history of the species to cities such as dubai
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or phoenix which would otherwise be virtually uninhabitable how
pendulum clocks helped trigger the industrial revolution and how
clean water made it possible to manufacture computer chips
accompanied by a major six part television series on pbs how we
got to now is the story of collaborative networks building the
modern world written in the provocative informative and
engaging style that has earned johnson fans around the globe

How We Got to Now 2014-09-30
a single generation s massive influence on our history and culture
is captured in this prismatic look at the lives of six baby boomers

Boomer Nation 2004
this is the story of a sixties adman who harnessed the big ideas of
his age and set out to reinvent advertising and then change the
world in so doing he introduced interactive pr generating stunts
and social media way back in the 1960s then he used them to
save the grand canyon kick start the green movement free a
caribbean island and launch wired magazine s patron saint
marshall mcluhan and he did it all with a flamboyance that
inspired the likes of tom wolfe john steinbeck and the makers of
the counterculture his name was howard luck gossage these are
his life and times

Changing the World Is the Only Fit
Work for a Grown Man 2012-02
how a michigan farm boy became the richest man in america is a
classic almost mythic tale but never before has henry ford s
outsized genius been brought to life so vividly as it is in this
engaging and superbly researched biography the real henry ford
was a tangle of contradictions he set off the consumer revolution
by producing a car affordable to the masses all the while
lamenting the moral toll exacted by consumerism he believed in
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giving his workers a living wage though he was entirely opposed
to union labor he had a warm and loving relationship with his wife
but sired a son with another woman a rabid anti semite he
nonetheless embraced african american workers in the era of jim
crow uncovering the man behind the myth situating his
achievements and their attendant controversies firmly within the
context of early twentieth century america watts has given us a
comprehensive illuminating and fascinating biography of one of
america s first mass culture celebrities

The People's Tycoon 2009-03-04
a great american sport and native american history come
together in this true story for middle grade readers about how jim
thorpe and pop warner created the legendary carlisle indians
football team from new york times bestselling author and
newbery award recipient steve sheinkin sheinkin has made a
career of finding extraordinary stories in american history the new
york times book review a boston globe horn book nonfiction honor
book a new york times notable children s book a washington post
best book undefeated jim thorpe and the carlisle indian school
football team is an astonishing underdog sports story and more it
s an unflinching look at the u s government s violent persecution
of native americans and the school that was designed to erase
indian cultures expertly told by three time national book award
finalist steve sheinkin it s the story of a group of young men who
came together at that school the overwhelming obstacles they
faced both on and off the field and their absolute refusal to accept
defeat jim thorpe super athlete olympic gold medalist native
american pop warner indomitable coach football mastermind ivy
league grad before these men became legends they met in 1907
at the carlisle indian industrial school in pennsylvania where they
forged one of the winningest teams in american football history
called the team that invented football they took on the best
opponents of their day defeating much more privileged schools
such as harvard and the army in a series of breathtakingly close
calls genius plays and bone crushing hard work this thoroughly
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researched and documented book can be worked into multiple
aspects of the common core curriculum along with thorpe s
fascinating personal story sheinkin offers a thought provoking
narrative about the evolution of football and the development of
boarding schools such as the carlisle indian school the washington
post also by steve sheinkin bomb the race to build and steal the
world s most dangerous weapon the notorious benedict arnold a
true story of adventure heroism treachery most dangerous daniel
ellsberg and the secret history of the vietnam war the port
chicago 50 disaster mutiny and the fight for civil rights which way
to the wild west everything your schoolbooks didn t tell you about
westward expansion king george what was his problem
everything your schoolbooks didn t tell you about the american
revolution two miserable presidents everything your schoolbooks
didn t tell you about the civil war born to fly the first women s air
race across america

Undefeated: Jim Thorpe and the
Carlisle Indian School Football Team
2017-01-17
our summary is short simple and pragmatic it allows you to have
the essential ideas of a big book in less than 30 minutes by
reading this summary you will learn about the recent history of
exxonmobil the world s largest oil company you will also learn
that exxon and mobil merged in 1999 the geographic location of
exxon and mobil s proven reserves were complementary most of
exxon s executives came from the southern states after its failed
merger with mobil bp merged with amoco between 1999 and
2001 a wave of mergers transformed the face of the global oil
industry the exxonmobil group is present in nearly 200 countries
from abu dhabi to sumatra and from the north sea to alaska to
angola and venezuela exxonmobil is present in every corner of
the globe exxonmobil is active around the world mining oil and
natural gas and distributing it worldwide through its network of
service stations as the title of the book aptly reminds us this
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sprawling company is a private empire a state within a state
whose policies do not always mesh well with those of the united
states steve coll explores every nook and cranny of this private
empire and highlights the shadowy side to the delight of the
reader buy now the summary of this book for the modest price of
a cup of coffee

SUMMARY - Private Empire:
ExxonMobil And American Power By
Steve Coll 2012-05-01
a narrative like no other a cultural history that explores how cars
have both propelled and reflected the american experience from
the model t to the prius from the assembly lines of henry ford to
the open roads of route 66 from the lore of jack kerouac to the
sex appeal of the hot rod america s history is a vehicular history
an idea brought brilliantly to life in this major work by pulitzer
prize winning journalist paul ingrassia ingrassia offers a wondrous
epic in fifteen automobiles including the corvette the beetle and
the chevy corvair as well as the personalities and tales behind
them robert mcnamara s unlikely role in lee iacocca s mustang
john z delorean s pontiac gto henry ford s model t as well as
honda s accord the bmw 3 series and the jeep among others
through these cars and these characters ingrassia shows how the
car has expressed the particularly american tension between the
lure of freedom and the obligations of utility he also takes us
through the rise of american manufacturing the suburbanization
of the country the birth of the hippie and the yuppie the
emancipation of women and many more fateful episodes and eras
including the car s unintended consequences trial lawyers energy
crises and urban sprawl narrative history of the highest caliber
engines of change is an entirely edifying new way to look at the
american story
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Engines of Change 2018-05-29
in this revelatory narrative covering the years 1967 to 2017
steven brill gives us a stunningly cogent picture of the broken
system at the heart of our society he shows us how over the last
half century america s core values meritocracy innovation due
process free speech and even democracy itself have somehow
managed to power its decline into dysfunction they have isolated
our best and brightest whose positions at the top have never
been more secure or more remote the result has been an erosion
of responsibility and accountability an epidemic of
shortsightedness an increasingly hollow economic and political
center and millions of americans gripped by apathy and
hopelessness by examining the people and forces behind the rise
of big money lobbying legal and financial engineering the demise
of private sector unions and a hamstrung bureaucracy brill
answers the question on everyone s mind how did we end up this
way finally he introduces us to those working quietly and
effectively to repair the damages at once a diagnosis of our
national ills a history of their development and a prescription for a
brighter future tailspin is a work of riveting journalism and a
welcome antidote to political despair

Tailspin 2013-10-31
this study frames the social dynamics of latin american in terms
of two types of cultural momentum foundational momentum and
the momentum of global order in contemporary latin america

National Identities and Socio-Political
Changes in Latin America 2021-05-11
offers a useful reminder of the role of modern science in
fundamentally transforming all of our lives president barack
obama on twitter an important book steven pinker the new york
times book review the surprising and important story of how
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humans gained what amounts to an extra life from the bestselling
author of how we got to now and where good ideas come from in
1920 at the end of the last major pandemic global life expectancy
was just over forty years today in many parts of the world human
beings can expect to live more than eighty years as a species we
have doubled our life expectancy in just one century there are
few measures of human progress more astonishing than this
increased longevity extra life is steven johnson s attempt to
understand where that progress came from telling the epic story
of one of humanity s greatest achievements how many of those
extra years came from vaccines or the decrease in famines or
seatbelts what are the forces that now keep us alive longer
behind each breakthrough lies an inspiring story of cooperative
innovation of brilliant thinkers bolstered by strong systems of
public support and collaborative networks and of dedicated
activists fighting for meaningful reform but for all its focus on
positive change this book is also a reminder that meaningful gaps
in life expectancy still exist and that new threats loom on the
horizon as the covid 19 pandemic has made clear how do we
avoid decreases in life expectancy as our public health systems
face unprecedented challenges what current technologies or
interventions that could reduce the impact of future crises are we
somehow ignoring a study in how meaningful change happens in
society extra life celebrates the enduring power of common goals
and public resources and the heroes of public health and
medicine too often ignored in popular accounts of our history this
is the sweeping story of a revolution with immense public and
personal consequences the doubling of the human life span

Extra Life 2013-10-31
first published in 1998 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an
informa company

People & Politics in Urban America
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2021-08-10
the five forces reveals how technology is unleashing forces that
will forever alter our lives politics and society learn more about
nanotechnology transhumanism the future of space exploration
and colonization super human computers and so much more
discover what lies in our future how will humans change as we
merge with our machines embracing transhumanism what
happens when intelligent algorithms make all the decisions
should we connect our brains directly to the internet and are we
entering an age of simulated realities the five forces takes you on
a journey to see what the most brilliant minds of our age are
dreaming up hoffman reveals how new scientific breakthroughs
and business ventures are poised to reshape our lives and turn
science fiction into fact with scientists in japan creating humanoid
robots silicon valley biohackers boosting their iqs and chinese
labs developing human monkey chimeras hoffman gives an inside
look at the limits of what s possible today and the impact these
developments will have mass connectivity what happens when
brain chips connect our minds directly to the internet will we be
able to boost our iqs exchange memories and communicate with
our thoughts or will this turn into a nightmare with corporations
reading our minds hackers overwriting our identities and
governments controlling our actions bio convergence now that we
can decode the building blocks of life and create new lifeforms
that never existed before what comes next will we conquer
disease resurrect extinct species develop superior plants and
animals create dna edited babies and even spawn other
intelligent beings human expansionism is it our manifest destiny
to colonize mars and extend the human race beyond the limits of
our solar system how will technologies like space travel new
materials and nanotech transform our civilization and open up
new horizons we never imagined possible deep automation as our
machines become capable enough to do every job better faster
and cheaper how will this affect society will we wind up
delegating our most important decisions to data crunching
algorithms and does this mean our machines will end up running
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our economies our corporations and even our lives intelligence
explosion as soon as we create a superintelligence that far
surpasses human capabilities what will happen to us will we be
able to control our machines or will they eventually control us are
we headed for a paradise of plenty where our technology
eliminates hunger disease poverty and war or will this be the end
of our reign as the rulers of the planet

The Five Forces That Change
Everything 1989
a penetrating account of the momentous consequences of a
reckless young company with the power to change the world brad
stone author of the everything store and the upstarts how much
power and influence does facebook have over our lives how has it
changed how we interact with one another and what is next for
the company and us as the biggest social media network in the
world there s no denying the power and omnipresence of
facebook in our daily life and in light of recent controversies
surrounding election influencing fake news accounts the handling
of its users personal data and growing discontent with the actions
of its founder and ceo never has the company been more central
to the national conversation in this fascinating narrative crammed
with insider interviews never before reported reveals and
exclusive details about the company s culture and leadership
award winning tech reporter steven levy tells the story of how
facebook has changed our world and asks what the consequences
will be for us all

Changing America's Health Care
System 2020-02-25
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